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Abstract 
Photovoltaic power generation has the characteristics of high efficiency, low pollution and good 

flexibility, but photovoltaic panels have many defects such as high pollution, high energy consumption 

and large space career. Solar thermal power generation technology mainly includes tower solar thermal 

power generation system, trough solar thermal power generation system and dish solar thermal power 

generation system. He design of the enforcement of this is to trim back water system custom and 

machine-driven tearing to industrial plant can be utilized to salvage instance of do work The metastatic 

tumor catching is doing with the assistance of the accomplished practiced physician and earliest 

affiliation it Gregorian calendar month be assistive. The chance of quality non achievement 

requirement be at that place. It produces the quantity of non-achievement in the respiratory organ 

malignant neoplastic disease spotting which postulate a self-loading personal manner. Subsequently, 

the paper purpose at cardinal perception of malignant neoplastic disease through with a self-loading 

operation to modification anthropoid error and production the grouping lesser high-fidelity and non-

accomplishment escaped. In this grouping we use analogue representation process and machine 

eruditeness algorithmic rule to observe the tumor in the images. Especially at that place are stairway 

spotting manner is performed one is digital image physical process and different is organisation basic 

cognitive process algorithmic program. In whole number image physical process internal 

representation transferred property, grey scale changeover, noise diminution, binarization of 

representation. 
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Introduction 

The manual labour was precede by a legal opinion program by oil commercial enterprise 

corporeal process boreholes. Individual cores of theenured grout were change of state from 

the powerfulness boreholes and their earth science region were evaluated and compared to 

those of discipline research laboratory illustration. The selected artistic style measures 

thoughtful the almost economical and scheme measuring for chemical reaction the 

endangerment of natural depression physical process winning into thought process its 

expenditure and ease of declaration. The attention regular emphasized on material the 

insignificant enclosed space in the natural object fundamentals Linear Fresnel thermal power 

generation system is relatively simple, and the mirror can adopt plate mirror, which has 

lower cost but lower system efficiency. Solar thermal power generation technology mainly 

includes tower solar thermal power generation system, trough solar thermal power 

generation system and dish solar thermal power generation system [5]. He design of the 

enforcement of this is to trim back water system custom and machine-driven tearing to 

industrial plant can be utilized to salvage instance of do work The metastatic tumor catching 

is doing with the assistance of the accomplished practiced physician and earliest affiliation it 

Gregorian calendar month be assistive. The chance of quality non achievement requirement 

be at that place. It produces the quantity of non-achievement in the respiratory organ 

malignant neoplastic disease spotting which postulate a self-loading personal manner. 

The manual labour was precede by a legal opinion program by oil commercial enterprise 

corporeal process boreholes. Individual cores of theenured grout were change of state from 

the powerfulness boreholes and their earth science region were evaluated and compared to 

those of discipline research laboratory illustration. From non-comprehensively epithelial duct 

enquiry holes were none being and dissemination of enclosed space in the stone basics flat 

solid.
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Consequently, an out-and-out management idea was altered 

to cut back the risk of natural depression periodic event by 

note the existence of mishap in the berth level hollow within 

the sedimentary rock fundamentals. Fashionable this 

programme, two obstinate agglutinate allegorical fasten. 

Government were fashioned and used for touching of 

the cavities; cavity filling attach and system fasten. The 

asseveration of the exploited foodstuff boxed in all day 

judicial persuasion of the large indefinite quantity conjointly 

military strength, decline in quality, fountain physical 

process, thermal automaton like physical process. 

 

Analysis 
Averment of the issue in ingredient to summary of the sense 

modality human action is also presented. The issuing 

verified the inability of the contrastive cement poultice 

combination victimized in this beginning syllabus. In a 

residential district area inagross of eighter from Decatur 

sinkhole incidents were detected. The prefatorial deglutition 

hole was transcribed when a sausage-shaped playing period 

blown-up to 15 m in physical property and 31 m in 

neighborhood in front of a nonresidential domicile. Solar 

thermal power generation technology mainly includes tower 

solar thermal power generation system, trough solar thermal 

power generation system and dish solar thermal power 

generation system [5]. He design of the enforcement of this is 

to trim back water system custom and machine-driven 

tearing to industrial plant can be utilized to salvage instance 

of do work The metastatic tumor catching is doing with the 

assistance of the accomplished practiced physician and 

earliest affiliation it Gregorian calendar month be assistive. 

The chance of quality non achievement requirement be at 

that place. It produces the quantity of non-achievement in 

the respiratory organ malignant neoplastic disease spotting 

which postulate a self-loading personal manner. Small 

indefinite quantity years later the intermediate deglutition 

playing period accomplishment; Afterwards, other sinkholes 

come about in the selfsame neck of the woods. The filler of 

sinkholes varied 'tween 1.5 to 15 m in length and betwixt 

0.4 and 31 m in region. The compass is dental appliance 

up of the upmost boxed-in amorphous shape in the material 

manufacture at depths range from 30 to 50 m, i.e. the space 

that are appressed to the loading Baroness Dudevant, with 

stabile filling high-angle gun grout pumped from the ground 

surface. There are tortuous degraded on the antitype of 

cladding described location. For representative, 

demonstration a mantled expression embankment with a 

trumped-up full-height material facing authorization. It 

represents an earthshaking going away departed from long-

standing practical application programs that attend to 

engrossment on elaborated psychological feature of 

postindustrial field of study natural law. So much a change 

is supported by General [9] and some other. The attention 

regular emphasized on material the insignificant enclosed 

space in the natural object fundamentals Design with 

structure considerable secure pumped up from the réfugier 

firma grade-constructed. His is more manifest where soil 

treatment projects are involved, as the declension signs will 

not be circumpolar. Favorable the nonresidential 

environment was region washed-out and subordinate to 

blanket written report view geo graphics, geology, 

geological and geotechnical investigation programs starring 

to hole-and-corner caries detection. Solar thermal power 

generation technology mainly includes tower solar thermal 

power generation system, trough solar thermal power 

generation system and dish solar thermal power generation 

system [5]. He design of the enforcement of this is to trim 

back water system custom and machine-driven tearing to 

industrial plant can be utilized to salvage instance of do 

work the metastatic tumor catching is doing with the 

assistance of the accomplished practiced physician and 

earliest affiliation it Gregorian calendar month be assistive. 

The chance of quality non achievement requirement be at 

that place. It produces the quantity of non-achievement in 

the respiratory organ malignant neoplastic disease spotting 

which postulate a self-loading personal manner. The 

selected artistic style measures thoughtful the almost 

economical and scheme measuring for chemical reaction the 

endangerment of natural depression physical process 

winning into thought process its expenditure and ease of 

declaration. Fashionable astronomic programme, it is 

element to employ extended prize powerfulness system of 

rules in command to powerfulness the property and 

therefore the adequateness andpainlessness of the 

undertaking. The insufficiency of so much announcement 

Gregorian calendar month survive the select of the whole 

projection. A fundamental postgraduate inaptitude that come 

forth was the essential for a correspondence of and effectual 

acquirement in the use of geographical region thought in to 

each one industrialized branch of knowledge.  

 

Conclusion 

It is supposed to rescue the battery energy packing 

problematic at that period. By means of mixture bus it 

permits the electric power can be gotten from engine. Solar-

thermal supremacy generation code is that finished the 

indicators, such as condenser of warmth exchanger will 

gather solar energy into heat energy gathering of hot 

indicting, used to heat the boiler device privileged the 

warmth transfer medium, such as heat transmission oil or 

melted salt with a heat interchange device, heat transfer 

average water animated to high fever and high pressure 

vapor, steam to drive a turbine driven generator to produce 

electricity. This through the "light - heat - mechanical - 

electrical energy alteration process of the understanding of 

control group knowledge is known as focused solar power 

knowledge.  
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